Shaping a Paragraph with Subordinators

Instructions: Use subordinators that show contrast and concession to shape the following paragraph as if you were a Packers fan.

1. The San Francisco 49ers are like a religion around here.
   I must say the Green Bay Packers win my vote for best football team.

2. The Niners can claim Montana, Rice, and Young.
   The Pack can celebrate the mighty Farve.

3. The Niners must contend with the windy, old ’Stick and astronomical living expenses in the posh San Francisco Bay Area.
   The Packers play in tundra, up there in Green Bay, Wisconsin, the land of sleet, snow, and eight-month winters, where even the summertime is plagued with mosquitoes the size of city pigeons.

4. The Niners are privately owned by the DeBartolos.
   The Packers are publicly owned by their fans.

5. The Packers fans are known nationwide by the somewhat embarrassing moniker “cheese heads.”
   Forty-niners fans can’t come close to us in fan pride and group spirit.